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Suppression of elastic scattering loss for slowly colliding Bose-Einstein condensates
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Superfluid suppression of the elastic scattering loss in atomic Bose condensed systems can be significant
when the ratio of the relative velocity of the wave packets to the critical velocity is;1. We show how to
incorporate the effect of such losses and their suppression into the time-dependent dynamics of two colliding
condensate wave packets. We illustrate the magnitude of the effect through three-dimensional simulations of
the collision dynamics of anuF52, MF52& with an uF52, MF51& 87Rb condensate in a harmonic trap, as
studied in a recent experiment@Maddaloniet al., Phys. Rev. Lett.85, 2413~2000!#. These calculations show
that the effect of elastic scattering and its suppression should be seen in the oscillatory center-of-mass ampli-
tude of theMF51 wave packet for suitable experimental conditions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.64.023607 PACS number~s!: 03.75.Fi, 67.90.1z, 71.35.Lk
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper@1#, we pointed out the importance o
elastic scattering loss~ESL! in Bose-Einstein condensat
~BEC! collision dynamics involving wave packets havin
disparate velocity components. When one BEC wave pa
with velocity v1 moves through another BEC wave pack
with velocity v2, the collision of an atom from wave packet
with one from wave packet 2 results in elastic scattering i
all directions, and consequent loss of the atoms from
wave packets. Reference@1# only considered the high
velocity case, for which the relative speedv is large com-
pared to the speed of soundvs in the condensate so that th
free-particle dispersion relation applies. Here, we cons
the superfluid suppression of elastic scattering loss whev
becomes comparable tovs and the free-particle dispersio
relation no longer applies. In particular, we give an exam
of a specific type of experiment involving the collision
two condensate wave packets that might yield informat
about superfluid suppression of ESL.

Quasiparticles are created in a zero-temperature con
sate when an atom that is not part of the condensate is
tered off the condensate. A suppression of scattering oc
due to the superfluidity of the condensate whenever the a
has a velocity relative to the center of mass~c.m.! of the
condensate that is either slower than or comparable tovs
@2,3#. A recent experiment@4# demonstrated such suppressi
of ESL when an impurity atom with a velocity on the ord
of vs moves through a Na BEC. Recent theoretical stud
have also examined the effect of trap shape on such sup
sion @5# and the effect of suppression on sympathetic cool
@6#.

Moving BEC wave packets can be created by a variety
means, such as Bragg@7# or Raman@8# outcoupling. In a
recent experiment by Maddaloniet al. @9#, a radio frequency
~rf! pulse was used to convert a fraction of condensed87Rb
atoms from theuF52, MF52& to the u2,1& hyperfine state.
The u2,1& BEC wave packet then undergoes oscillatory m
tion in its harmonic potential, which has a smaller frequen
than theu2,2& potential and is displaced by gravity from th
of the u2,2& potential ~see Fig. 1!. The displacement of the
1050-2947/2001/64~2!/023607~6!/$20.00 64 0236
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u2,1& trap is much larger than the size of the condensa
Therefore, the two wave packets overlap and collide near
end of each oscillation cycle as the relative velocity d
creases from a finite value to zero. Suppression of E
should be important in this regime. Although we show th
information about the suppression of ESL is difficult to e
tract from this specific experiment, we find that similar e
periments with larger numbers of condensed atoms co
yield detailed information about superfluid suppression
ESL. It may be easier to experimentally characterize the
cillatory motion of the BEC wave packets than to count ato
loss as in Ref.@4#. Furthermore, suppression of ESL, and
effect on BEC dynamics, may play important roles in oth
experiments such as the bouncing of BECs off a mirror
beam splitter formed by a far-detuned light sheet@10# and
other types of devices that manipulate BEC wave pack
Here we develop a theory capable of modeling such exp
ments and we explicitly compare with the experimental
sults of Ref.@9#. Section II describes the specific physic
system we study, and the incorporation of ESL and its s
pression into the time-dependent Gross-Pitaevskii equa
for moving BEC wave packets. Section III presents our c
culated results and a final section summarizes our con
sions.

II. THEORY

A. Physical system

The physical system that we have is two colliding BE
wave packets in different spin states. Although there ar
number of experimental scenarios for such collisions, for
sake of concrete illustration we will keep in mind the geo
etry of the recent experiment by Maddaloniet al. @9# that we
described in the Introduction. Due to the different magne
moments of theu2,2& andu2,1& states, and the effect of grav
ity, these states are trapped in different potentials wh
minima are displaced along the direction of gravity~labeled
as they axis in Fig. 1! by a distance larger than the initia
size of each condensate wave packet. As a consequence
u2,1& cigar-shaped condensate~the axis of the cigar is ori-
ented horizontally and is called thez axis!, initially created
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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identical in shape and size to the parentu2,2& condensate and
at the equilibrium position of the parent condensate, und
goes large c.m. oscillations along they axis. The two con-
densate wave packets interact as theu2,1& wave packet col-
lides at the top of its oscillatory trajectory with theu2,2&
wave packet. Our simulations show that~a! it is necessary to
include ESL of atoms into the dynamics of the above-t
mean-field components, and~b! it can be important to in-
clude superfluid suppression of the ESL in the modeling
these experiments since the ratio of the relative velocity
the wave packets tovs is not large.

In Ref. @9#, N51.53105 condensate atoms in stateu2,2&
are trapped in an asymmetric harmonic trap with angu
frequencies vz252p312.6(2) Hz, and v'2[vx25vy2
52p3164.5(5) Hz, respectively. Au2,1& wave packet with
N1'13%3N atoms is created by applying a short rf puls
leavingN2'87%3N in the u2,2& state. To a very good ap
proximation, the rf pulse makes au2,1& copy of the parent
u2,2& wave packet. Theu2,1& trapping frequencies arev j 1

5v j 2 /A2, j 51,2,3, due to its smaller magnetic mome
In order to make a measurement of condensate dynamics
trapping magnetic field is turned off after a variable timet f
from the onset of the rf pulse, after which theu2,1& andu2,2&
wave packets expand and fall in gravity. The wave pack
are imaged by absorption after being allowed to fall a
expand for 30 ms. Section III describes the interpretation
these images in terms of condensate wave-packet collisi

B. Theory of suppressed ESL losses

Using an analysis based upon Ref.@1#, we model the dy-
namics of two colliding BEC wave packets using a gener
zation of the Gross-Pitaevskii equation~GPE! that accounts

FIG. 1. Harmonic trapping potentials for the two spin comp
nents,u2,2& and u2,1&. The solid lineV1

eff includes the mean-field
overlap potential. They axis is in the vertical direction.
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for elastic scattering loss~although the elastically scattere
atoms cannot be described as part of the mean field!:

F ]

]t
1

i

\ S 2
\2

2m
“

21V1~r ,t ! D Gc1

52 i
4p\

m
~N1a11uc1u21N2a12uc2u2!c1

2
v r~ t !s~v r !

2
N2uc2u2c1 , ~1!

F ]

]t
1

i

\ S 2\2

2m
“

21V2~r ,t ! D Gc2

52 i
4p\

m
~N2a22uc2u21N1a12uc1u2!c2

2
v r~ t !s~v r !

2
N1uc1u2c2 . ~2!

The last terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.~1! and ~2!
model the ESL of atoms from the condensate wave pack
Here, v r(t) is the time-dependent relative velocity of th
u2,1& and u2,2& components, ands(v r) is the velocity-
dependent elastic scattering cross section~see below!. We
make the approximation that we can ignore the spread inv r
across the wave packet and use the center-of-mass vel
of each packet to obtain a singlev r at each timet.

The energy dispersion relation for the quasiparticles c
ated in a homogeneousu2,2& condensate upon scattering
probe atom isvq5vsqA11(q/kcoh)

2, whereq is the magni-
tude of the momentum transfer of the probe particle to
condensate,kcoh5A16pn2a22 is the inverse coherenc
length, andvs5A\kcoh/2m5Am/m is the sound velocity. In
the long wavelength limit, the dispersion relation is phono
like, and incoherent scattering of atoms moving with velo
ties smaller than the speed of sound does not occur bec
energy and momentum cannot be simultaneously conse
if v r,vc . Here vc is the critical velocity estimated by
the Landau criterion to be equal tovs , but recently assesse
to be significantly smaller thanvs for inhomogeneous con
densates@5#; for example, Ref.@5# found thatvc'0.42vs for
the lowest mode of a particular condensate with cylindri
geometry. Moreover, forv r*vc , a substantial suppression o
elastic scattering occurs@4,6,11,12#. Superfluid suppression
results in a velocity-dependent cross section,s(v r). For
v r /vc@1, the elastic scattering collision cross secti
reaches its nominal Wigner threshold value,s54pa12

2 , but
otherwise the cross section is reduced tos(v r)[G/(n1v r):

-

G[
2p

\ (
f , f 8

E d3qU 24p\2T~q!

mq
^C1,f 8C2,f ur1,2qr2,quC1,i 8C2,i&

2d~Ef2Ei !

'
2p

\
n1(

f
E d3qU 4p\2a12

m
^q1k i ,c2,f ur2,quk i ,c2&

2

dS @\~q1k i !#
2

2m
1E2,f2

~\k i !
2

2m
2E2,i D

5n1v r4pa12
2 u~v r /vc21!@12~v r /vc!

2424 ln~v r /vc!/~v r /vc!
2#, ~3!
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SUPPRESSION OF ELASTIC SCATTERING LOSS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 023607
where the fundamental many-body form for the interact
between atoms involving theT matrix has been use
@1,13,14#, rq is the Fourier transform of the particle densit
and u is the theta step function@hence whenv r /vc
<1, s(v r)50#. In this analysis, the scattering rateG @15#
has been simplified to be appropriate for the case when
number of atoms in theu2,1& condensate is small so that i
critical velocity is negligibly small and superfluid suppre
sion of elastic scattering@4,6# for the u2,1& need not be con-
sidered. The generalization, treatingu2,1& as a condensat
that collides with theu2,2& condensate rather than as ind
vidual impurity atoms that collide with theu2,2&, will be
considered elsewhere. In our modeling, we calculate the r
tive collision velocity, v r(t), as follows: v r(t)
5@ z^c1(t)upyuc1(t)&2^c2(t)upyuc2(t)& z#/m. Thus, we have
for simplicity assumed that the internal velocities of the
oms in the condensate are small in comparison withv r(t),
and therefore can be neglected in the determination of
relative velocity of the collisions.

III. RESULTS

A. Experiment and theory compared

We solve Eqs.~1! and ~2! using standard fast Fourie
transform techniques for time-dependent propagation.
method uses a fully three-dimensional grid. We find tha
grid with 32, 512, and 32 points in thex, y, andz directions
is adequate for accurate calculations. In fact, our res
without ESL are not significantly different from the simpl
two-dimensional model used in Ref.@9#.

Figure 2 compares our calculatedu2,1& condensate c.m
position with the experimental data of Ref.@9# as a function
of t f , the time from the rf pulse to the time the trap is turn
off. The measurement takes place 30 ms after the tra

FIG. 2. Position of the center of mass of theu2,1& wave packet
versust f after 30 ms of ballistic expansion. Experimental poin
taken from Ref.@1#. The theoretical curves calculated are~a! with-
out elastic scattering loss,~b! with ESL usings54pa12

2 , ~c! with
ESL using the suppressed elastic scattering cross section witvc

5vs , and~d! with ESL using the suppressed elastic scattering cr
section withvc50.42vs . The latter,~d!, is virtually indistinguish-
able from the results with unsuppressed elastic scattering,~b!, and
hence has not been included in the figure.
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turned off. The c.m. of thei th wave packet evolves durin
the free-fall evolution as

yi~ t !5yi~ t f !1vy,i~ t f !~ t2t f !1~g/2!~ t2t f !
2, ~4!

wheret2t f is the time when the trap is turned off, since th
mean-field interaction between the condensates during
expansion is negligible@16#. When vy,i(t f) is not close to
zero, the second term in this equation is much larger at
2t f530 ms than the first term,yi(t f) ~the third term is a
constant for t2t f530 ms). Hence, Fig. 2, which plot
yi(t f130 ms) versust f , approximately corresponds to plo
ting vy,i(t f) versust f . The peak of theu2,1& c.m. trajectory
corresponds to the largest upward movingvy,i(t f), whereas
the minimum of the trajectory corresponds to the larg
downward moving~i.e., negative! vy,i(t f). Figure 2 shows
calculated results~a! without ESL, ~b! with ESL usings
54pa12

2 , and~c! with ESL using the suppressed elastic sc
tering cross section, Eq.~3!, with vc5vs . The figure does
not show the case~d! with ESL where we take a suppresse
elastic scattering cross section withvc50.42vs , because this
case is virtually indistinguishable from case~b! with unsup-
pressed elastic scattering.

The c.m. of theu2,1& wave packet exhibits a modifie
oscillation frequency that is significantly upshifted relative
v'152p3116.3 Hz. The frequency shift is due to the i
teraction of theu2,1& with the u2,2& wave packet, which con-
tributes to the effective interaction potential experienced
the u2,1& component:V1

eff5V11N2(2p\2a12/m)uc2u2 ~see
Fig. 1!; the mean-field repulsion shifts the oscillation fr
quency. The measured frequency of theu2,1& c.m. motion is
shifted to about 123.9 Hz, and our calculations yield
122.7 Hz for case~b! with ESL and 122.5 Hz for case~a!
without ESL. Thus, ESL does not have a significant effect
the frequency shift. However, Fig. 2 shows a clear loss
amplitude of theu2,1& c.m. motion that is due to two factors
Some of the kinetic energy of theu2,1& c.m. motion is con-
verted into other degrees of freedom~mostly into theu2,2&
c.m. kinetic energy!. However, energy transfer cannot com
pletely describe the amplitude loss seen in Ref.@9#. ESL
affects theu2,1& c.m. motion because particles with high k
netic and potential energy are preferentially removed fr
the u2,1& wave packet, thereby resulting in lower c.m. ener
after reequilibration. Comparison of the calculated curves
Fig. 2 with the experimental data shows that cases~b! and
~d! compare well with the experimental amplitude@17#.
Thus, ESL is important for this particular experimental ca
but there is little evidence of suppression of ESL.

Figure 3 illustrates more fully the nature of the conde
sate collision dynamics and the effect of elastic scatteri
The figure shows the following energies per particle ver
t f : the energies of each of component,Eu2,2& andEu2,1& @we
define Eu2,1& with V1(zmin) added to it for plotting
purposes#, the cross mean-field energy, Ecross
5N2(2p\2a12/m)^c1(t)uuc2u2uc1(t)&, and the total energy
Etot(t f)5Eu2,2&(t f)1Eu2,1&(t f)1Ecross(t f). Eu2,1& is large de-
spite only 13% of the atoms being in this component beca
it is created with large potential energy. Figure 3 shows t
the u2,1& and u2,2& wave packets collide aroundt f

s
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BAND, BURKE, JR., SIMONI, AND JULIENNE PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 023607
58,16,24, . . . ms.This is evident from the increase inEcross

as the wave packets overlap, and in the exchange of en
between wave packets. The total energy per particle,Etot , is
constant in time unless ESL is included in the calculati
The effect of ESL is to remove atoms and a significa
amount of energy from each of the wave packets. The fr
tional effect on theu2,1& wave packet is largest, since is h
many fewer atoms to start with.

Figure 4 shows the calculated distribution of atoms in
two wave packets in the trap at times just before the first
fourth collisions of the wave packets near 8 and 32 ms,
spectively. The figure shows the tendency of the sma

FIG. 3. Energies of the BEC wave packets versus time; s
lines are case~a! with full ESL, and dashed lines are case~b!
without ESL. The total energyEtot is the sum of the two componen
energies plus the energy associated with the overlap of the
componentsEcross.

FIG. 4. u2,1& and u2,2& wave packets during the first and four
oscillation cycles. In each of the six frames, theu2,2& wave packet is
on the top. The frames on the left are for times before the fi
recollision of theu2,1& and u2,2& wave packets, and the frames o
the right are before the fourth recollision. In each frame, theu2,1&
wave packet is moving towards theu2,2& parent condensate.
02360
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u2,1& wave packet to break up and spread out after multi
collisions. Therefore, GPE calculations based on center
mass velocities may be less reliable after several wa
packet collisions. In addition, this breakup may make it mo
difficult to obtain an accurate experimental determination
the c.m. position of theu2,1& wave-packet trajectory at larg
t f after multiple collisions. We expect that it will be mos
reliable to compare theory and experiment only after the fi
or second wave-packet collisions if possible.

B. New experiments to show ESL

The calculations described above indicate the importa
of ESL and its suppression in BEC collision dynamics.
should be possible to detect ESL and its suppression in s
able BEC wave-packet collision experiments. Here we w
examine ways that experiments of the type in Ref.@9# might
be used to show such effects.

Unambiguously determining the extent of superfluid su
pression of ESL might be obtained by simply expanding
clouds longer. This in principle would allow the variation
the velocity distributions of the different scattering models
be experimentally resolved. However, accurate meas
ments of the c.m. position will become more difficult as t
cloud expands and becomes more dilute. Increasing the n
ber of atoms in the parent condensate and therefore theu2,1&
wave packet~while maintaining a 10–15 % ratio! would
naturally allow the expansion time to be increased. Mo
over, we find that increasing the number of atoms enhan
the effects due to ESL.

Figure 5 shows the loss of atoms from theu2,1& wave
packet~assuming full ESL! as a function oft f for three dif-
ferent initial values ofN. The two-million-atom case shows
23% loss of atoms from theu2,1& wave packet in the initial
half-collision. In this case, the effects of ESL are drama
and immediately obvious in the first two oscillations of th
u2,1& wave packet. We noted above why observing the co
sional effects in the first couple of bounces is important d
to u2,1& wave-packet breakup with increasingt f . Figure 6
plots the calculated c.m. motion of theu2,1& and u2,2& con-
densates in the trap as a function of time durationt f for N

d

o

t

FIG. 5. Fraction of atoms in theu2,1& wave packet as a function
of t f . The number of atomsN in the initial parentu2,2& condensate
is labeled in the legend. We assume full ESL~i.e., s54pa12

2 ) in
these examples.
7-4
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SUPPRESSION OF ELASTIC SCATTERING LOSS FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 023607
50.53106 and 2.03106 atoms andN1513%3N. The four
calculated curves shown in the figure correspond to cases~a!,
~b!, ~c!, and~d! enumerated above. Now, there are clear d
ferences between the c.m. motion that might be experim
tally distinguishable. For the 2.03106 case, large conversio
of the u2,1& c.m. kinetic energy into theu2,2& kinetic energy
occurs with a concomitant reduction in oscillation amplitud
even without ESL. Moreover, large differences in the amp
tude of the remaining oscillatory motion is evident betwe
the curves for the four different cases~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and~d!. If
experimental imaging of theu2,1& wave packet inside the
trap could be carried out, further information on ESL and
superfluid suppression could be obtained.

Figure 7 shows the calculated c.m. motion of theu2,1&
wave packet 30 ms after the trap is turned off and the w
packet expands as it falls freely in gravity. For the case
2.03106 atoms, the difference between the c.m. motion w
and without elastic scattering loss is about 33% in the fi
several bounces of theu2,1& wave packet. This should allow
experimental verification of the effects of superfluid suppr
sion, and perhaps even discrimination between more deta
models of superfluid suppression that may be develope
the future.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we have shown that the center-of-mass
tion of colliding condensate wave packets composed of

FIG. 6. Position of the center of mass of theu2,1& and theu2,2&
wave packets in the magnetic trap versust f for N50.53106 and
2.03106 atoms. In each case, we assume 13% of the atoms
transferred into the initialu2,1& wave packet. Cases~a!, ~b!, ~c!, and
~d! are the same as described for Fig. 2.
n
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oms having different internal states is sensitive to the E
that can occur during the collision of the wave packe
Therefore, the types of experiments described here may
used to study ESL and superfluid suppression of ESL. Fr
the detailed comparison with the data of Ref.@9#, we con-
clude that ESL of atoms from the condensates is necessa
order to fit the data. However, it is difficult to determine th
details of the superfluid suppression that occur. Future
periments with larger numbers of initial atoms as a funct
of trap frequencies and percentage of atoms converted to
u2,1& internal state will hopefully yield a detailed probe o
superfluid suppression of ESL.

The bouncing condensate example we have treated is
meant to be illustrative of the type of effects that can occu
condensate collisions. It is clear from Refs.@1,4# and our
present calculations that ESL will affect propagation of m
ter wave packets when they pass through each other, per
dramatically so. It is also clear from theoretical consid
ations and the measurements in Ref.@4# that suppression o
ESL is expected when the relative collision velocities b
come sufficiently low. A variety of experiments that prepa
and interact matter wave packets might be able to probe s
effects. For example, experiments similar to that of Ref.@9#
using a Raman pulse sequence rather than an rf pulse m
allow greater control of the initial velocity of the condensa
wave packets, thereby making it easier to determine the
locity dependence of superfluid suppression.
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